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The new Noarlunga Sanctuary Zone in the Encounter Marine Park.
2014 saw the greatest increase in nature protection in South Australia
in a generation.
Image Simon Bryars
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ABOUT US
For nearly 50 years, Conservation SA has been
committed to protecting, restoring and
conserving South Australia’s unique natural
environments and promoting a more sustainable
future for our state.

WHAT WE DO
Members

We represent over 50 member groups across the
state.

Advocacy

We speak up and act on a range of issues.

Projects

We work with people and nature.

The Joinery

We host SA’s new community environment space.

We are
the shared
voice for the
environment in
South Australia

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
The past year has been incredibly
exciting and active as we’ve transformed
the old bus station into the Joinery,
celebrated the biggest increase in nature
protection in our state in a generation
and led the community debate over a
truly clean energy future.
It’s been wonderful to see the Joinery
taking shape through the collective
effort of members, staff and volunteers.
For us it’s much more than just a great
workspace; the Joinery is a way to
showcase community-led environmental
action, provide a practical boost for
campaigns and groups, share resources
and ideas with like-minded people, and
create a way to connect with people
who don’t consider themselves part of
our movement. We were delighted His
Excellency the Honourable Hieu Van
Le AO and Mrs Le, Minister Ian Hunter
and Uncle Stevie Goldsmith and the
Taikurtinna Dance group helped us
launch the new space in fine style.
The Joinery also provides a great
opportunity to create new and
(sometimes) surprising partnerships. It’s
been a thrill to watch the interconnection
grow between some of our key partners
and tenants, particularly the staff and
residents of Common Ground who are
working their magic in the community
garden.
The theme of new partnerships has also
been at the heart of our new project
focusing on connecting communities,
including newly arrived migrants and
people at risk of homelessness, with
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nature, and our ongoing work inspiring
sporting clubs to save money through
clever energy saving ideas.
Sometimes we can plan what we focus
on, sometimes we can’t. Earlier this
year, the State Government made the
baffling announcement to launch a Royal
Commission into the state’s role in the
nuclear fuel cycle. While choosing to
proactively engage with the Commission,
we’ve been a central point for those who
think increased emphasis on nuclear
energy is not the right direction for our
state. In particular, we have poured our
efforts into ensuring important voices are
heard in the debate, such as Traditional
Owners who have a long and proud
history of standing up for their country
against ecological and spiritual harm.

Chief Executive Craig Wilkins

With the Federal Government also
actively looking for a long term dump
site for nuclear waste, this issue will be
a major concern for a while yet. A deep
thank you to everyone who made a
specific donation to enable us to work in
this area.
A large part of the reason Conservation
SA is arguing against a nuclear future is
because we are already a world leader in
renewable energy. This year, based our
work with Dr Mark Diesendorf, our push
for a 100% Renewable SA has excited
and inspired many. It is feasible and
practical, and we are increasingly working
together with unions and social service
groups to ensure the benefits are shared
by all. This work is just one of many
streams of activity leading up to the

President Nadia McLaren

Paris Climate Change talks in December
and the review of SA’s Climate Change
strategy.

“Our push
for a 100%
Renewable
SA has
excited and
inspired
many.”

During this last financial year, we proudly
led the campaign to save our new marine
sanctuaries network. Now the state is
set to reap the benefits of strong nature
protection in our precious ocean waters.
The news is not so good when it comes
to protecting our land biodiversity and
wild spaces. South Australians continue
to place at risk our water, air, soil, and
fellow creatures through ill-advised
mining and drilling and under-investment
in protection. The future of our great
River Murray is particularly fraught as
another El Niño approaches and overextraction of water continues.
This makes the work we do protecting
endangered species and landscapes,
such as our long running project to
protect the Fleurieu Swamps, even
more important. A reason for optimism
is an emerging commitment over the
last twelve months from the State’s
Environment Department to work
together with our non-government
sector on a strategy to re-inspire the
South Australian community to care
about nature.
To have any impact we have no choice
but to continue building a movement of
South Australians so strong we cannot
be ignored. We have not a moment to
lose.

generosity of our supporters and donors
who have enabled us to continue
to make a real difference. We are
deliberately diversifying our income
sources in response to the reduction in
government support. However, there is
much more work to be done.
In responding to the many government
policy changes, Inquiries and
Commissions over the past year, the
stalwart contributions of our volunteer
Executive Committee, its sub-committees
and network of advisors has been crucial,
particularly in defending our sector and
environment against harassment from
the Federal Government.
One big organisational hurdle we also
overcame under their expert guidance,
and thanks to the goodwill and
generosity of staff, was the successful
completion of an enterprise bargaining
process.
All these achievements for our
environment are only possible because
of the work and support of our member
groups, the dedication of our executive
committee, staff, representatives and
volunteers, and the generosity of our
donors.
Together we are working towards a
better SA. Thank you to all.

It’s been a challenging year financially
as we have deliberately invested in the
Joinery and other new campaigns and
projects to broaden our impact and
relevance, while experiencing the first
full year without Federal funding. We
have been buoyed by the continuing
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IN OUR COMMUNITY
THE JOINERY
This year saw a significant move for Conservation SA in taking
on the lease of 111 Franklin St, the old Adelaide Bus Terminal.
Adelaide City Council (ACC) advertised the lease, calling for
activation of the building and site. This prompted some
intense thinking and work to imagine what we could do with
the opportunities presented.
We developed the concept of a home and hub for the
conservation movement and a place for outreach to the
community, and ‘the Joinery’ was born. ACC was convinced,
the lease was signed and late 2014 saw a hectic schedule of
renovations on the rundown building.

Volunteers helping transform the building
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Over December
2014 and
January 2015
all the major
refit work was
completed, with
walls removed,
the floor plan
significantly
improved,
new electrical
and cabling
work, carpets,
painting, air
conditioning
duct cleaning.

Launching the Joinery - Hon. Ian Hunter, Minister for Sustainability,
Environment and Conservation , Craig Wilkins, Chief Executive
Conservation SA, His Excellency the Honourable Hieu Van Le, Governor
of South Australia and Nadia McLaren, President of Conservation SA

Wonderful support from our tradies, staff and volunteers
meant the building and site had taken on a new lease of life in
time for our official launch in March.
The Joinery now offers affordable office space for aligned
organisations (now 100% occupied), and a variety of low cost
or free spaces for meetings and events.
The increasing usage of the building by the community has
proven the validity of the original concept, with some weeks
seeing up to 11 different events/meetings held within the
Joinery.

What is most exciting about the Joinery is
not the bricks and mortar stuff, but the
people and the connections being made.
Even during the early renovation phase it was wonderful to see
connections being made and people helping each other on
ideas for the Joinery.
The Joinery is a bold move of a ‘build it and they will come’
type. And they have come!
The next 12 months at the Joinery will be a busy and exciting
time, with final delivery of many projects, an increasing capacity
to engage with the big conservation issues of our time, and to
enable a positive, practical and effective community response.

Our volunteer Community Energy Efficiency
Presenters delivered 53 presentations
on energy efficiency to community
organisations across the state, and our
Green Hubs Guide was distributed to over
700 community organisations.
After the audits were conducted we assisted our Green
Hubs by providing them with information about funding
opportunities, assisting with grant applications, and providing
information on the latest developments in energy efficient
methods and equipment.

Sports Club Sustainability Project

SUSTAINABLE LIVING
Green Hubs Energy Efficiency Program
2014-2015 saw the culmination of the three year Green
Hubs Energy Efficiency Program, funded through the federal
government’s Energy Efficiency Information Grants Program.
The Green Hubs Energy Efficiency Program provided energy
efficiency information to hundreds of community organisations
across SA, enabling them to make informed decisions and take
energy saving actions.
Energy audits were conducted at 38 community organisations,
both metropolitan and regional. These ‘Green Hubs’ include
social services organisations, sports and community clubs,
churches, and conservation organisations.

We received the funding in 2014-15 but the project will be
delivered between July 2015 and December 2015.

The Sports Club Sustainability Project
will deliver a pilot training program for
club Sustainability Champions, and a
comprehensive guide to energy and water
efficiency and behaviour change initiatives.
We look forward to working with ORS on further sustainability
initiatives.

Photo Ian Buckland

Volunteers at one of several working bees to create the Joinery

We are very excited to announce a new partnership with the
Office for Recreation and Sport (ORS) to assist sports clubs to
reduce their energy and water use and save on bills.
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NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
The Natural Resource Management Facilitation project – now
in its ninth year - had a change in focus to more directed
activities that advance nature conservation principles
(Biodiversity Futures!). This is in recognition of the very real
concern about the state of biodiversity and the allied problem
of trying to get more people in the community engaged.
Sandy Pitcher, the new Chief Executive of Department of
Environment, Water & Natural Resources (DEWNR) and a
range of environmental NGOs (eNGOs) are working collectively
to really get South Australians to care about nature.

The breadth of work encompassed included sector meetings
on the Nature-Based Tourism Action Plan, fire management,
water allocation and NRM plans; the development of park
management plans such as the Gawler Ranges, Flinders
Ranges and Arkaroola, and early engagement with the
Native Vegetation Council in areas such as the Significant
Environmental Benefit Offsets.

A real highlight was being involved in
organising this year’s State Landcare
Conference at Waikerie (in September
2015) with a focus to help strengthen
the conservation connection with the
sustainable agriculture sector.

HEALTHY ECOSYSTEMS
Reef Watch

Landcare Committee Meeting

Collectively we have made a commitment to work on
biodiversity/nature conservation, with the impetus of what
comes next after the No Species Loss Nature Conservation
Strategy for SA ends in 2017. We will develop nature
conservation principles, strategies and/or programs to raise
the profile of nature conservation in SA.
A prime purposes of this facilitator role is to enhance collective
thinking, communication and information flow across the
NRM NGO sector. Another aim is to build relationships across
government and the conservation sector.

Reef Watch, established in 1997, is a multi-award winning
community-based marine monitoring program, training
volunteers to monitor the health of both underwater and
coastal rocky reefs in SA.
The 2014-15 year was a very busy year for Reef Watch and
included training of 123 volunteers, involvement at 18 events,
undertaking 45 underwater reef surveys (on 6 reefs) by 112
dive volunteers and 78 coastal reef surveys (on 4 reefs) by 140
volunteers. Reef Watch is a great example of how volunteers
are able to assist with scientific research, assist monitoring and
achieve outcome for the health of our seas.
An additional activity this year was a second visit to Whyalla
with a few of our very experienced diving volunteers to
undertake a visual assessment of some artificial concrete
habitats that had been installed at five sites by SARDI Aquatic
Sciences in 2014. The purpose of this was to see whether
cuttlefish would use the artificial habitats as alternative habitat,
particularly for laying eggs during their winter mating period.
Last year there were no eggs found at any site but this year
there were eggs on an artificial habitat at one site. This is a
great example of how our volunteers are able to assist with
scientific research.
Reef Watch ran three ‘Reef Rambles’ at Aldinga Beach in
January. Two other Reef Rambles were held during the year,
and together they were extremely successful and popular,
attracting nearly 190 people.

eNGOs meeting with Sandy Pitcher and Minister Hunter
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Swamps and Emu-wrens
The Mount Lofty Ranges Southern Emuwren is an iconic bird species for the
Fleurieu Peninsula of South Australia.
Conservation SA with Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges
Natural Resource Management Board, has been working for
years to save this threatened species.

This year a major product that was
launched is a new guide to the family of
fish that includes the seahorses, pipefishes
and seadragons in SA.

Our team spread our effort between ongoing monitoring,
exploring future conservation efforts (such as captive breeding
and translocation), planning landscape connections and
improving habitat quality.

This work would not have been possible without the support
of the Adelaide and Mt Lofty Ranges Natural Resources
Management Board, the Department for Water, Environment
and Natural Resources, a State NRM Community Grant,
Australian Geographic and NaturePlay SA.

Feral or In Peril
The Feral or In Peril program encourages
coastal community users to report
sightings of specific native marine species,
or introduced marine pests.
Our dive volunteers also undertake regular marine pest
surveys and this year 162 volunteers undertook 63 marine
pest surveys.
Marine pest awareness, identification and reporting are
promoted at specific events, including the promotion of
good boat husbandry to boat owners. Keeping the hull and
equipment on a recreational vessel clean is essential to
help prevent the spread of marine pests and we provided
free workshops, presentations and Boat Owners Guides to
recreational boat owners all over SA.
We also held a special marine pest identification snorkel event
for volunteers to practice their skills in the water.
This year there were a few sightings of European shore crabs
that we sent on to Biosecurity SA and researchers at Flinders
University to contribute to research about this species on the
Adelaide coastline.
This work would not have been possible without the support
of the Adelaide and Mt Lofty Ranges Natural Resources
Management Board and a Community Environment Grant
from the Australian Government.

Emu-wren sighting at Mt Compass School. Image Martin Stokes

The recent population size estimate is now 165-340 individuals
(at only 17 sites). This is a noticeable decrease and one that
concerns us. On the upside, a few emu-wrens were observed
in an unburnt area of Cox Scrub Conservation Park. This is
worth a cheer or two!
We have worked closely with post-graduate researchers
looking at:
blackberry and fungal activity in swamps,
expansion of Phragmites (reeds) within swamps,
plant diversity measures in swamps, and
habitat quality of swamps at different successional states.
Our monitoring and evaluation work continues to be relevant
to conservation outcomes including post-burn regeneration,
swamp edge expansion, vegetation changes after dieback
events (and causes of dieback) and emu-wren surveys.
It has been an incredibly busy 12 months that comes with
some collateral damage: one pair of ripped jeans, three
missing pencils and two falls in the swamp drains (up to thigh
height).
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However, healthy ecosystems and spending time in nature
have profound benefits for both humans and for ecosystems,
with time in nature contributing to motivating behaviour
change for the environment.
Much research supports the idea that reconnecting humans to
nature could provide a positive pathway to wellbeing for both
people and planet.
This year we designed a pilot program outline and were
successful in gaining funding through the Fund My Community
program to pilot a program of nature-based activities for
people from disadvantaged communities.
Taking Malcom Gill (interstate fire ecologist) out into swamp. Image
John Gitsham

The project will run during 2015-16, working with Common
Ground residents and migrants. The project is the subject of
a Masters Research project at UniSA and will be assessing the
impact of the program on a number of psychological variables.
We hope this will provide a new and positive direction for the
future.

Taking reference photos of Stipiturus Conservation Park Ecological
burn. Image Tim Vale

COMMUNITY
CONNECTING
TO NATURE
There is much evidence supporting the
connection between spending time in
nature and multiple positive wellbeing
effects.
Nature builds community and social capital; it heals,
strengthens and brings our senses alive, yet as more
Australians are living in urban environments, time spent
experiencing nature is declining and we are becoming
increasingly disconnected from nature through urbanisation
and materialism.

VOLUNTEERS
People of all ages across SA generously donate their time,
energy and skills for the environment. Volunteering is a great
way to show people’s passion for nature and to make a
positive difference.

We believe volunteers and Conservation
SA both gain greatly from volunteer
experiences.
Conservation SA's biggest volunteer program in 2014-15 is still
Reef Watch, with hundreds being involved.
However, with the establishment of the Joinery we have had
the support of many new volunteers. Initially in working parties
– painting, cleaning etc,, but now with the operation and
administration of the space and the many events we host.
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The Joinery is the home of many other groups that are also
supported by volunteers. This support and engagement will
only grow in future years.

AWARDS

We will not name our volunteers individually as we are sure to
miss someone. However, we thank you all, both for us as an
organisation but also on behalf of our environment.

President Nadia McLaren, Chief Executive Craig Wilkins, and winners
Tony Flaherty, Jochen Kaempf, and Rose Cullen at the 2014 Awards
Ceremony. Image Matthew Turner
Julie Schofield, Wendy Stubbs and children Joshua, Kieran, Matilda and
Hayden.

MEDIA AND
COMMUNICATIONS

Every year Conservation SA celebrates the outstanding efforts
and dedication of nature lovers and environmentalists in our
community caring for the South Australian environment.
In August 2014 the EnvAwards were presented after a lot of
work in clarifying award categories and guidelines, calling for
submissions and carefully evaluating each submissions against
the guidelines. The Awards went to:
•

Jochen Kaempf as winner of the Jill Hudson Award
for Environmental Protection. This major award
recognises South Australians who have made outstanding
contributions to environmental protection over the past
12 months. Jochen is a scientific activist for the protection
of precious marine environment.

•

Tony Flaherty, who was honoured with the Unsung
Hero Award, for his sustained contribution to protecting
South Australia’s environment. Tony has shown longterm passion and commitment to marine and coastal
conservation over the last 30 years, right up to his current
position as Coast and Marine Manager for the Adelaide
region.

•

Rose Cullen, who received the Young Achievers Award
for her commitment to inspiring young people to be
champions for the environment. The 16 year old from the
small country town of Kanmantoo has volunteered to care
for the environment since she was nine. She is now the
chairperson of the River Murray Youth Council, as well as a
member of the Australian Youth Climate Coalition.

Our role as the voice for nature in South
Australia sees Conservation SA featured
regularly in TV, radio and print, as well as
social media.
This year saw an increase in both activity and reach, with
features on national TV and radio, published opinion pieces,
and strong coverage of our events and campaign moments.

Chief Executive Craig Wilkins speaking to the media

Conservation SA acknowledges all those who were nominated,
and the many others working in their own way to support
conservation and sustainability in South Australia.
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ADVOCACY AND CAMPAIGNS
HEALTHY SEAS
Marine Parks Campaign
October 1 2014 was a significant date for South Australian
marine conservation as on this day our best-practice marine
park network came into force.

Working with The Wilderness Society, PEW and hundreds
of volunteers, Conservation SA put in a huge amount of
work including meetings with MPs, public events, a petition,
organising a rally on the steps of Parliament House, an
afternoon tea with Valerie Taylor, and many other activities
that eventuated in the Bill not passing.
South Australians can be extremely proud of their marine
park network. It is a momentous accomplishment for marine
conservation in SA and is a wonderful legacy for future South
Australians to enjoy.

Dive business came together to support marine parks

Now nearly half of South Australia’s marine
waters are managed under the system,
including 6% of state waters having high
level protection as Sanctuary Zones.
It was a huge achievement, 30 years in the making. Especially
as at the last minute there was a Bill tabled in Parliament to
remove some of the 'jewels' in the Sanctuary Zones.
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Together we saved the marine sanctuaries

Fisheries
Conservation SA has engaged with fisheries management
(PIRSA Fisheries and commercial fisheries) for a number of
years to ensure a conservation perspective is represented.

Our work ranges from participating in
workshops and meetings with PIRSA
Fisheries staff, to developing written
submissions, sitting on committees, hosting
events and pursuing issues of concern.
Workshops and meetings:
•

Participation in dive fisheries workshop

•

Attended Wildlife Working Group meeting in Port Lincoln

•

Participation in the deep water crab risk assessment

•

Attended presentation on King George whiting stock
assessment

•

Participation in recreational fishing workshop about
proposed changes to bag, boat and size limits and
provision of follow up information

CLIMATE CHANGE,
FOSSIL FUELS AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY
This was a particularly exciting year for highlighting South
Australia’s incredible renewable energy success story.
It began with Conservation SA hosting a public forum with
Giles Parkinson, founding editor of respected renewable
energy website RenewEconomy. Giles discussed the
fundamental change sweeping through the energy industry,
and how South Australia can take advantage of its leading
position and transform our electricity supply to 100%
renewables much faster than previously imagined.

South Australia’s sardine fishery has potentially very high
dolphin bycatch on which Conservation SA has significant
concerns. We have been proactively pursuing some clarity on
the bycatch numbers.
Conservation SA has a seat on the research sub-committee
of the Spencer Gulf and West Coast Prawn Fishery (for which
there is a small stipend). During the year we attended one
meeting of the committee and a Marine Stewardship Council
audit workshop.
This work would not have been possible without the support
of PIRSA Fisheries and the Spencer Gulf and West Coast Prawn
Fishery.

Chief Executive Craig Wilkins and Giles Parkinson at energy forum

The event was truly inspiring - for us as much as for our
audience! We then commissioned renewable energy expert Dr
Mark Diesendorf and his team at UNSW to investigate just how
quickly South Australia could get to 100% renewables - given
we are already at 40%. Their detailed modelling revealed that
we could do it as soon as 2030, and even more excitingly, we
could achieve it even without supportive policies at the Federal
level.
This is fantastic news given the Federal Parliament reduced
Australia’s Renewable Energy Target and certain individuals
have tried to convince us that 'coal is good for humanity'.
Globally, coal is on the nose, with demand for Australian coal
on the decline and international investors starting to seriously
question their involvement in new coal projects such as the
infamous Adani mine that threatens the Great Barrier Reef.

Community groups and individuals join the National Day of Action
against the Super Trawler
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SA LEADING THE WAY
South Australia is already a world leader in
renewable energy.
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Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics (Australian Government)

Tina Turner look alikes at Global Divestment Day

On Valentine’s Day, we joined the global movement calling for
citizens to ‘break up with fossil fuels’ by simply moving their
money out of the banks and super funds that invest in them.
A dancing posse of Tina Turner lookalikes performed rousing
renditions of ‘Simply Divest’ (to the tune of ‘Simply the Best’)
to bemused onlookers all down Rundle Mall. It’s important to
have fun when you’re trying to change the world!
On a more serious note, South Australia is experiencing the
demise of coal firsthand, with both our Leigh Creek mine and
Port Augusta’s coal power stations soon to close forever. We
are painfully aware of how this will affect the workers and
their communities. In the Repower Port Augusta alliance, we
continue to work with Port Augustans, other NGOs, health
groups and unions calling for a fair transition to the industries
and jobs of the future.

We need a SA Roadmap for 100%
Renewables, and we have been
communicating this to the State
Government at every opportunity.
So far, the State Government’s focus has instead been on a
Roadmap for Unconventional Gas - taking us in completely
the wrong direction. Fossil fuel companies have their eyes on
some of SA’s most important natural assets, including our food
bowl in the South East and our precious marine environments
around the Great Australian Bight and Kangaroo Island. We
gave the issue a particular focus at a special candlelit dinner
we held for global event Earth Hour, with a ‘Planet to Plate’
theme.
We know that South Australia’s remaining fossil fuels need
to stay in the ground as part of the global effort to avoid
dangerous climate change.

Romania
Earth Policy Institute & SA Government

"If South Australia were a country, it would have more wind and
solar than any country on earth."
Ross Garnaut

ELECTRICITY
FOR SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

NUCLEAR-FREE SA
In February 2015 Premier Jay Weatherill announced a
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission exploring options for
the expansion of uranium mining and introducing uranium
enrichment, nuclear power and nuclear waste.
Conservation SA has a policy opposing nuclear industries in
South Australia, and as the Commission began we engaged
with a wide range of community and member groups. Key
actions for us were to produce information relating to
the Terms of Reference and support regional and remote
communities concerned with nuclear developments.
We engaged nuclear expert Dr Jim Green to write an issues
briefing paper and a 250-page submission to the Royal
Commission (from Conservation SA, Australian Conservation
Foundation and Friends of the Earth). We also jointly
commissioned a detailed paper and submission on nuclear
waste issues by British expert Jean McSorley.
We also commissioned and launched Dr Mark Diesendorf's
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Conservation SA has been getting up
close and personal with issues in both
metropolitan and regional South Australia.
Our community outreach has involved visits to communities
on the Yorke and Eyre Peninsulas and the state's South East
to hear concerns from farming communities about invasive
mining and gas extraction.
We have travelled to the Flinders Rangers at Copley to discuss
the nuclear Royal Commission and provided phone links and
support for regional groups working on environmental issues.
At the Joinery, we hosted a screening of Farm Land Not
Gaslands, the Victorian film about fracking.

Conservation SA's Craig Wilkins, Karina Lester and Clare Brown join
the action to mark the Fukushima memorial at Parliament House in

In December 2014, we hosted a two day community campaign
training session called 'skills to get you over campaign hills'
with Lock the Gate Organiser Simon Clough from Northern
NSW.

report 100% Renewable Electricity for SA that demonstrated
how quickly SA could decarbonise its energy supply without
any need for nuclear power.

We helped establish the Nuclear Free SA
Coalition group, an autonomous collective
of concerned groups and individuals
engaging in local discussions and actions.
We took to the steps of Parliament House on the Fukushima
anniversary to highlight the risks of the nuclear industry and
spoke to the media alongside Yankunytjatjara Anangu woman
Karina Lester on the lack of engagement with indigenous
communities.

Conservation SA's Craig Wilkins and Cat Beaton visit the Limestone
Coast Protection Alliance in Robe.

We assisted with a community poetry slam in Bonython
Park and a music fundraiser at Mad Mouse Alley. In April we
travelled to Port Augusta for an indigenous-led community
discussion around the Royal Commission and heard directly
from people impacted by the Maralinga bomb tests.
Conservation SA has also been keenly tracking plans for a
national radioactive waste repository/store. A decade ago the
South Australian community successfully defeated plans to
build a waste dump in SA's north. Now, Kimba farmland and
possibly other sites in SA are being considered. Conservation
SA has been working closely with Kimba farmers concerned
about the plan.
Members of the Yorke Peninsular Land Owners Group.
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Photo flickr CC ccdoh1

OUR GOVERNANCE
REPRESENTATION ON
GOVERNMENT
COMMITTEES
Conservation SA’s role, as the peak
environmental body in South Australia, is
to provide leadership and a strong voice
on environmental issues.
One way we do this is to provide direct input into both the
development and delivery of government policy.
We are often asked to nominate policy and community
experts to join government and industry led working groups
and committees. In fact a number of State Government
Acts require the Government to ask us for nominees or
representatives.
We take this role very seriously and attempt to nominate
the best representatives or nominees from our member
groups or the community generally.
We are very grateful to all the generous individuals who
volunteer hundred of hours on behalf of nature and their
community.
For a report from these nominees or representatives see our
website.

OUR NEW ENTERPRISE
AGREEMENT
Conservation SA as of March 2015 has a new Enterprise
Agreement (see our website). Such an agreement provides the
terms and conditions of employment for all employees other
than the Chief Executive.
We required a new Agreement as our previous one prepared
in 2008 and was based on a State Award. This was out of date
given that in January 2010 Australia moved from a series of
State/Territory based industrial relations systems into one
national system governed by a Commonwealth agency 'Fair
Work Australia'.

The development of the new Agreement
gave an opportunity to all to have their
say in clarifying and documenting the
conditions under which we work.
The proposed new Agreement required a vote by staff to be
ratified.
Particularly thanks to Peter Burdon for chairing the negotiation
committee and Stephen Fox, Gabrielle Appleby and Eric
Nicholson who gave their own time free of charge. Also to
the many staff members who worked extra hours without
remuneration to achieve the outcome.
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OUR FINANCES
The overall financial result for the 2014-15 financial year
was an operating loss of $148,209, which was more than
the budgeted deficit of $91,598. At year-end, organisational
reserves were at $349,473.
The 2014-15 year was difficult due to a loss of in income
from the $87,000 Commonwealth Government (GVESHO).
Expenditure was higher than budgeted given the extra needed
to respond to South Australian Royal Commission on nuclear
energy.
Administration expenditure (see below) includes support
to funded projects and Conservation SA advocacy and
community actions.

Conservation SA works hard to minimise
administration costs and ensure donations
are effective in expanding our advocacy
and community action programs.

Image Bill Doyle, from our ‘Blueprint for a Sustainable Future’

DONORS AND
SUPPORTERS
We are incredibly grateful to the many individuals and
community groups that have supported our work this year.
Our growing influence is directly dependent on our supporters
and donors.
2014-15 was the first time for decades we have not received
some form of Federal Government operational funding. Also,
despite the welcome ongoing support from State Government
departments, particularly DEWNR, we received less State
Government support than we were expecting.
The only way we can continue to speak up and act on the
environmental issues that matter is with the help of generous
individuals, community groups and businesses.
This is particularly true for targeted campaigns, such as
our success this year in securing our world class marine
sanctuaries network, equipping the Joinery space and our work
in response to the Nuclear Royal Commission.

For a copy of the audited finance report for Conservation SA

Thank you to all.

go to our website.

Image Bill Doyle , from our ‘Blueprint for a Sustainable Future
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OUR STAFF
Cat Beaton

Community Organiser

Carl Charter

Reef Watch Project Officer

Rebecca Duffield

Ecological Research Officer

Tim Fearon

Swamps Recovery Program Field
Assistant (Casual)

Gabrielle Fitzgerald

Green Hubs Project Officer (Casual)

Stephen Fox

HR Support Officer (Casual)

Robyn Gardner

Membership and Conservation
Centre Support Officer

Alex Gaut

Biodiversity Program Manager

Hadyn Hanna

Business Advisor

Neville Hudson

Reef Watch Project Officer (Casual)

Lee Jeffrey

Swamp Habitat Assessment Officer
(Casual)

Kylie Krueger

Fundraiser

Steve Leske

Reef Watch Project Officer

Nadia McLaren, President

Hilary Miller

IT

Philippa Rowland, Vice-President

Lesley Parton

Website and Database

Marcus Pickett

Ornithologist

Julie Schofield

Fauna Ecologist

Meg Sobey

Policy and Communications
Officer

Jake Bugden

Virginia Swan

Office Manager

Graham Paterson (to August 2014)

Tim Vale

Habitat Protection Officer

Jill Woodlands, staff representative (to October 2014)

Kathryn Warhurst

Joinery Coordinator

Kathy Whitta

Sustainable Communities
Coordinator

Graham Davies (from October 2014)

Dane Wilden

Swamps Recovery Program Field
Assistant (Casual)

Holly Niner (from October 2014)

Craig Wilkins

Chief Executive

Kylie Krueger, staff representative (from October 2014)

Julia Winefield

Membership Organiser

Mary-Anne Healy (from October 2014)

Jill Woodlands

NGO-NRM Facilitator

Fleurieu Peninsula swamps

OUR EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE 2014-15
Paul Leadbeter, Vice-President (to October 2014)
Eric Nicholson, Vice-President
Sean Habgood, Treasurer
Gabrielle Appleby, Secretary (to December 2014)

Neville Bebee (to October 2014)
Faith Coleman (from October 2014)
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Adam Webster (from December 2014)

OUR MEMBERS
Adelaide Hills Climate Action Group

Friends of the Earth Adelaide Inc

Aldgate Valley Landcare Group Inc

Friends of Willunga Basin

Aldinga Bay Coastcare Inc

Gawler Environment & Heritage
Association Inc

Association of South East Field
Naturalists Societies

Greening Australia (SA)

Australian Conservation Foundation

Landscape Partnerships Inc

Australian Institute of Landscape
Architects (SA Group)

Limestone Coast Protection Alliance

Australian Nuclear Free Alliance

Marine Life Society of SA Inc

Australian Plants Society (SA Region)
Inc

National Trust of South Australia

Bicycle Institute of South Australia
Inc

Natural History Society of South
Australia Inc

Bird Care & Conservation Society Inc

Nature Conservation Society of SA

St Agnes Bushwalking & Natural
History Club Inc

Birds SA

North East Hills Environmental
Conservation Association

Sustainable Communities SA Inc

Brownhill Creek Association
Incorporated

Nuclear Operations Watch Port
Adelaide

Sustainable Population Australia SA
Branch

Cheltenham Park Residents
Association Inc

Orienteering SA Inc

Tennyson Dunes Group

Clean Bight Alliance Australia

People for Public Transport SA

The Wilderness Society (South
Australia) Inc

Community Alliance SA Inc

Permaculture Association of SA Inc

Transition Gawler

Echidna Care

Port Adelaide Residents
Environment Protection Group

Trees For Life

Eco-Action KI

River, Lakes & Coorong Action
Group Inc

Vegetarian & Vegan Society (VegSA)
Inc

Economic Reform Australia Inc

SA Genetic Food Information
Network Inc

Walking SA

Field Naturalists Society of SA

SA Herpetology Group Inc

West Mallee Protection

Fishers for Conservation Inc

Scientific Expedition Group Inc

Western Adelaide Coastal Residents’
Association

Friends of Parks

Spencer Gulf Environmental Alliance

Zoos SA

Over
90,000
people
from 50+
groups
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111 Franklin Street
Adelaide SA 5000
(08) 8223 5155
general@conservationsa.org.au
www.conservationsa.org.au
:@ConservationSA
:ConservationSA

Kangaroo Island sea lion and crested terns

